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Abstract. Wireless networking has the power to fit the Internet with wings, however, it will not
take off until the security technological hurdles have been overcome. In this paper we propose a very
efficient and provably secure group key agreement well suited for unbalanced networks consisting
of devices with strict power consumption restrictions and wireless gateways with less stringent
restrictions. Our method meets practicability, simplicity, and strong notions of security.

1 Introduction

Wireless technology has become more pervasive as Internet electronic and commerce transactions
on mobile devices have gained in popularity. Institutions and industries are hankering for the
power and flexibility of wireless networks, but many are postponing roll-outs in strategic areas
until they are convinced that their systems are not at risk. The security technologies currently
deployed to protect the Internet against attacks are not fully applicable to the wireless Internet
since the traditional Internet does not typically place constraints on available power consump-
tion or bandwidth. The nodes in a wireless network are usually mobile and have computation
bandwidth capabilities that place severe restrictions when designing cryptographic protocols.
Storage limitation on the other hand is becoming less of an issue as many add-on memory cards
are now widely available.

In the present paper we focus on computing applications involving clusters of mobile de-
vices [4, 14, 17]. The Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol, which is part of the IEEE
802.11 standard, specifies how to protect the traffic between mobile devices and access points
(i.e. gateways) using pre-established session keys without specifying how the keys are established.
This lack of proper key-establishment scheme has opened the door to various attacks [6]. Our
contribution in this paper is a provably secure authenticated group key-exchange scheme based
on public-key cryptography that can complement the WEP protocol. Schemes based on sym-
metric cryptography have obvious performance advantages over public-key cryptography, but
suffer from a complex key management; they require trust in the entire network as a device
moves from one domain to another. Other schemes based on public-key technology trade less
computation for more communication rounds, but are still too costly to be practical for wireless
networks that involve low-power computing devices [1, 2, 8, 9].
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Our key-exchange scheme allows a cluster of mobiles and one wireless gateway to dynamically
agree on a session key. It shifts the computational burden to the gateway and provides mobile
devices with the ability to perform most of the public-key cryptographic computations off-line.
This scheme can furthermore be combined with a group Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme [8]
to cover wireless environments involving more than one gateway [11]. A mobile device would
only perform one public-cryptographic computation as it moves from one wireless domain to the
other.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we present our communication model,
and review the security notions. In Section 3, we present a scheme that achieves “implicit”
authentication, which formal security is stated and proven in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss
enhancements to achieve “explicit” authentication and forward-secrecy.

2 Modeling Unbalanced Wireless Networks

Wireless Nodes. The wireless-communication system we model is a set C, of N wireless-capable
mobile devices (also called clients), and a wireless gateway (also called server or base station).
We assume the clients and the server do not deviate from the algorithm they are expected to
execute. We consider a nonempty subset of C which we call the wireless client group Gc that
consists of the clients communicating with the server. The server S has the special role of adding
and removing clients from the group Gc. (In practice, this server covers an entire wireless region
called a cell or domain and, thus, it never leaves, hence its special role). Each mobile U as well
as the base station, also holds a long-lived key LLU which is a pair of matching public/private
keys.

Abstract Interface. We define the basic structure of a group key agreement scheme for unbalanced
wireless networks. The scheme GKE consists of four algorithms:

– The key generation algorithm GKE.KGen(1`) is a probabilistic algorithm which on input a
security parameter 1`, provides each client Ui in C and the base station with long-lived keys.

– The setup algorithm GKE.Setup(J ) is an interactive protocol which on input of a set of
clients J , sets the wireless client group to be Gc = J and provides each client U in Gc with
a secret value sk shared with the base station.

– The join algorithm GKE.Join(J ) is an interactive protocol which on input of a set of clients
J , updates the wireless client group Gc to be Gc ∪J , and provides each client U in Gc with
a (new) shared secret value sk.

– The remove algorithm GKE.Remove(J ) is an interactive protocol which on input of a subset
J of the wireless client group Gc, updates the latter to be Gc\J , and provides each client
U in Gc with a (new) shared secret value sk.

Adversary. The adversary A is neither a client, nor the server, and in our formalization it is
given enormous capabilities to closely model its abilities in the real life: the adversary can tap on
the wire to eavesdrop, delete, delay, insert, replay, modify messages. We model these capabilities
through the following queries:

– The adversary A has the ability to send arbitrary messages to the base station S us-
ing the SendServer-query. This query on input a message m returns the message that S
would have produced in processing the message. If the message is not a valid one, the
query returns a special symbol ⊥. The queries SendServer(setup,J ), SendServer(join,J )
and SendServer(remove,J ) return the flows output by the base station when initiating a
Setup(J ), Join(J ) and Remove(J ) resp. depending on the scheme.
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– The adversaryA has the ability to send arbitrary messages to clients using a Send-query. This
query on input a client U and a message m returns the message U would have produced in
processing the message. If the message is not a valid one, a special symbol ⊥ is returned. The
queries Send(U, setup,J ), Send(U, join,J ) and Send(U, remove,J ), respectively, return
the flows output by the client U when initiating a Setup(J ), Join(J ) and Remove(J ),
respectively, depending on the scheme.

– Known-key attacks are modeled by the Reveal-query. This query allows the adversary A to
learn the value of a particular session key sk, if of course the attacked player (client or server)
has already computed the key. This query on input a player returns sk to the adversary but
not the player internal state.

– Forward-secrecy is modeled through the Corrupt-query. This query allows A to learn the
value of long-lived keys. This query on input a player returns to the adversary the value of
the long-lived keys. Forward-secrecy means that loss of a LL-key does not compromise the
semantic security of previously-distributed session keys.

The adversary has, unlike in the wired environment, true and full control over the commu-
nication medium. The adversary can cut off mobiles, modify the mobile network topology and
make mobiles disappear and reappear continuously. The adversary’s abilities to modify the net-
work topology are modeled through the Send and SendServer queries, initiating setup, remove
or join.

3 Key Agreement

This section provides a method accommodating group key agreement to mobiles lacking the
computational resources to perform multiple on-line computation in a finite cyclic group (such
as modular exponentiations), but with enough computational resources to perform symmetric-
cryptographic operations.

A key agreement for wireless networks is designed to provide a collection of heterogeneous
wireless-capable devices with a group session key to be used to set up a security association
within which messages multicast over the wireless link are cryptographically protected.

In the following, we do not explicitly separate the pre-computation part, but the reader will
easily make this distinction between data that can be computed before having received anything
and data that cannot. It is in the same vein as [15] in that implicit authentication of the server is
provided by proving its ability to decrypt, and the implicit authentication of the mobiles is done
through signatures. Signatures and encryptions, which have to be computed by the low-power
devices, can actually be precomputed. Thereafter, very few computations have to be performed
on-line. However, one should keep in mind that (pre-computed) values must be used only once.

3.1 Protocol preliminaries

The session-key space SK associated to this method is {0, 1}` equipped with a uniform dis-
tribution, where ` is a security parameter. Arithmetic is in a finite cyclic group G = 〈g〉
of `-bit prime order q. Both g and q are publicly known. There are also three hash func-
tions H : {0, 1}? → {0, 1}`, H0 : {0, 1}? → {0, 1}`0 , where `0 needs not be equal to `, and
H1 : {0, 1}`1 ×G → {0, 1}`0 , where `1 is the maximal bit-length of a counter c used to prevent
replay attacks.

We consider a signature scheme SIGN = (SIGN.KGen,SIGN.Sig,SIGN.Ver). Each client Ui
holds a pair of signing private/public key (SKi, PKi) which are the output of the key generation
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signature scheme algorithm SIGN.KGen. One would probably argue that when dealing with low-
power computing mobiles, special low-cost [18] or on-line/off-line [12, 23] signature schemes are
required. However, the messages to be signed are in our setting known at pre-computation time
and, thus, a mobile does not have to compute anything on-line to send its contribution, whatever
the signature scheme is.

3.2 Algorithms

Note 1. The recent paper [16] pointed out a mistake in our counter management: the counter
must always be increasing. We thus initialize it just once.

Key Generation. The algorithm GKE.KGen, on input the set of clients C and a security parameter
`, performs the following steps:

1. Execute SIGN.KGen(1`) for each client Ui in C to provide each client with a pair (SKi, PKi)
of signing/verifying keys. The private key SKi is given to the client Ui in a confidential way,
while each public key PKi is sent to the server.

2. Choose x ∈R Z?q , compute y = gx and set the server’s private/public keys (SKS , PKS) =
(x, y). The private key is given to the server in a confidential way, while the public key is
certified and sent to the clients. The pair (x, y) will be the long-term Diffie-Hellman pair of
the server.

3. All the parties initialize their own counters c = 0, as bit-strings of length `1.

Basically, for a key agreement, each client will generate an ephemeral Diffie-Hellman pair
(xi, yi), which thus leads to a session key αi shared between the client Ui and the server. Signa-
tures are used for authenticating the clients.

Setup. The algorithm GKE.Setup, on input a set of client-devices J , performs the following steps
(see also Figure 1):

1. Set the wireless client group Gc to be the input set J .
2. Each client Ui ∈ Gc chooses at random a value xi ∈ Zq and precomputes yi = gxi , αi =
PKxi

S = yxi as well as a signature σi of yi under the private key SKi.
3. Each client Ui sends (yi, σi) to S.
4. For each i ∈ Gc, the server S checks the signature σi using PKi, and if they are all correct,

computes the values αi = yxi .
5. The server S increases the counter c, and computes the shared secret value:

K = H0(c‖{αi}i∈Gc)

and sends to each client Ui the values c and Ki = K⊕H1(c‖αi).
Let us remind that Hi are hash functions, and a‖b denotes the concatenation of the repre-
sentations of a and b.

6. Each client Ui (and S) recovers the shared secret value K and the session key sk as described
below, and accepts (agrees on the fact that the computed keys is shared among all the
parties):

K = Ki ⊕H1(c‖αi) and sk = H(K‖Gc‖S).
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Base station S
Public key PKS = y = gx

Gc = {1, 2, 3, 4}

Client U1 Client U2 Client U3 Client U4

x1 ∈R Z?
q x2 ∈R Z?

q x3 ∈R Z?
q x4 ∈R Z?

q

y1 = gx1 , α1 = yx1 y2 = gx2 , α2 = yx2 y3 = gx3 , α3 = yx3 y4 = gx4 , α4 = yx4

σ1 = SIGN.Sig(SK1, y1) σ2 = SIGN.Sig(SK2, y2) σ3 = SIGN.Sig(SK3, y3) σ4 = SIGN.Sig(SK4, y4)

y1, σ1 y2, σ2 y3, σ3 y4, σ4

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Base station S

α1 = yx
1 α2 = yx

2 α3 = yx
3 α4 = yx

4

Increases the counter c ∈ {0, 1}`1
Define the shared secret data K = H0(c‖α1‖ . . . ‖α4)

K1 = K⊕H1(c‖α1) K2 = K⊕H1(c‖α2) K3 = K⊕H1(c‖α3) K4 = K⊕H1(c‖α4)

c,K1 c,K2 c,K3 c,K4

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Check c Check c Check c Check c

K = K1 ⊕H1(c‖α1) K = K2 ⊕H1(c‖α2) K = K3 ⊕H1(c‖α3) K = K4 ⊕H1(c‖α4)

Shared session key sk = H(K‖Gc‖S)

Fig. 1. An execution of the Setup algorithm with the five devices U1, U2, U3, U4 and S.

Base station S
Gc = {1, 3}

Increases c into c′

K′ = H0(c′‖{αi}i∈Gc)

c′,K′
1 = K′ ⊕H1(c′‖α1) c′,K′

3 = K′ ⊕H1(c′‖α′3)
↓ ↓

Client U1 Client U3

α1 α3

c′ > c? c′ > c?

K′ = K′
1 ⊕H1(c′‖α1) K′ = K′

3 ⊕H1(c′‖α3)

Shared session key sk′ = H(K′‖Gc‖S)

Fig. 2. An execution of the Remove algorithm with the two devices U2 and U4 disappearing due to a wireless link
failure.
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Remove. The algorithm GKE.Remove, on input the set J of disappearing client-devices, performs
the following steps (see also Figure 2):

1. Update the wireless client group Gc = Gc\J .
2. The server S operates as in the Setup phase. It increases the counter c and computes the

shared secret value K = H0(c‖{αi}i∈Gc).
3. Then it sends to each client Ui ∈ Gc the values c and Ki = K⊕H1(c‖αi).
4. Each client Ui ∈ Gc already holds the value αi = yxi , and the old counter value. So it first

checks that the new counter is greater than the old one, and simply recovers the secret
shared value K and the session key sk as described below, and accepts:

K = Ki ⊕H1(c‖αi) and sk = H(K‖Gc‖S).

Client U4

x4 ∈R Z?
q

y4 = gx4 , α4 = yx4

σ4 = SIGN.Sig(SK4, y4)

y4, σ4

↓
Base station S
Gc = {1, 3, 4}

Increases c′ into c′′

K′′ = H0(c′′‖{αi}i∈Gc)

c′′,K′′
1 = K′′ ⊕H1(c′′‖α1) c′′,K′′

3 = K′′ ⊕H1(c′′‖α3) c′′,K′′
4 = K′′ ⊕H1(c′′‖α4)

↓ ↓ ↓
Client U1 Client U3 Client U4

α1 α3 α4

c′′ > c′? c′′ > c′? c′′ > c′?

K′′ = K′′
1 ⊕H1(c′′‖α1) K′′ = K′′

3 ⊕H1(c′′‖α3) K′′ = K′′
4 ⊕H1(c′′‖α4)

Shared session key sk′′ = H(K′′‖Gc‖S)

Fig. 3. An execution of the Join algorithm with one device (U4) (re)appearing (using either the same pair (y4, σ4)
or a new one).

Join. The algorithm GKE.Join, on input the set of appearing client-devices J , performs the
following steps (see also Figure 3):

1. Update the wireless client group Gc = Gc ∪ J .
2. Each appearing client Uj ∈ J had chosen at random a value xj ∈ Zq and precomputed
yj = gxj , αj = yxj as well as a signature σj of yj , under the private key SKj .

3. Each appearing client Uj ∈ J sends the values (yj , σj) to the device server S.
4. The server S checks the incoming signatures and if correct, operates as in the Setup phase,

with an increased counter c: it computes the shared secret value:

K = H0(c‖{αi}i∈Gc).
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5. Then it sends to each client Ui ∈ Gc the values c and Ki = K⊕H1(c‖αi).
6. Each client Ui ∈ Gc already holds the value αi = yxi , and the old counter value (set to zero

for the new ones). So it first checks that the new counter is greater than the old one, and
simply recovers the secret shared value K and the session key sk as described below, and
accepts:

K = Ki ⊕H1(c‖αi) and sk = H(K‖Gc‖S).

In the remaining of the paper, we refer to as operation for any algorithm Setup,Remove or
Join. But note that all these operations increase the counter c, and clients check this fact. Hence,
nothing can be used from previous sessions.

3.3 Pseudo-Random Functions

When engineers choose a protocol for key exchange, they take into consideration its security,
computation and communication efficiency, and easiness of integration. Since they do not face the
same computing environment, they may choose to use a different means to generate the session
key. The computation of K with H0(c‖{αi}i∈Gc) is just a way to generate, deterministically, a
random string. They may want to implement a version of the above protocol wherein the base
station simply draws the value K with any pseudo-random generator. This version would exhibit
a similar security result and proof as the one presented in the next section (a security proof is
straightforward to derive from the one presented below).

3.4 Efficiency

The protocol presented in this paper is very efficient, since almost everything can be precomputed
off-line for the clients, while achieving a strong level of security. The amount of memory available
on the clients may provide a trade-off:

– by storing many distinct triples (yi, σi, αi) one increases the security level, but one hashing
and one XOR have to be performed on-line;

– by storing manyH1(c‖αi), for each (yi, σi, αi), for several values of the counter, one increases
efficiency, since only one XOR has to be performed on-line.

4 Security Analysis

In this section we present the security definitions and show that our protocol achieves them. The
security of our protocol is formulated as a function of the amount of resources the adversary
expends: the time of computing and the number of queries the adversary makes to the protocol
participants.

4.1 Notions of Security

Freshness. The freshness notion captures the intuitive fact that a session key is not “obviously”
known to the adversary. A device U is said to be Fresh, in the current operation execution,
(or holds a Fresh sk) if the following two conditions are satisfied. First, nobody in C has ever
been asked for a Corrupt-query from the beginning of the game (during the lifetime of the αi’s).
Second, in the current operation execution, U has accepted and neither U nor its partners (other
parties with the same session key) have been asked for a Reveal-query.
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AKE Security. The semantic security of the session key for AKE (Authenticated Key Exchange)
is modeled via an additional query, called the Test-query. This query is only made available if
the player is Fresh. This can only be asked once during the entire attack. When such a query
is asked, a bit b is privately flipped, and the adversary A gets back either the session key if
b = 1, or a random string of same length if b = 0. When A terminates, it outputs a single bit
b′. Semantic security formally means that A does not learn any information about sk and thus,
has no advantage in guessing the bit b. Hence, we define:

Advake
P (A) =

∣∣∣∣Pr
b′

[b′ = 1|b = 1]− Pr
b′

[b′ = 1|b = 0]
∣∣∣∣ = 2 Pr

b,b′
[b = b′]− 1

and say that protocol P is an (t, ε)-secure AKE if Advake
P (A) is less than ε for all probabilistic

adversary A which running time is bounded by t.

Signature Scheme. The security notion for a signature scheme is that it is computationally
infeasible for an adversary to produce a valid forgery σ with respect to any message m under a
(adaptively) chosen-message attack (CMA). It is (t, q, ε)-CMA-secure if there is no adversary
A which can get a probability greater than ε in mounting an existential forgery under a CMA-
attack within time t, after q signing queries. We denote this probability ε as Succcma

SIGN(A).

Computational Diffie-Hellman Assumption. A (t, ε)-CDH attacker in G is a probabilistic machine
∆ running in time t such that

Succcdh
G (∆) = Pr

x1,x2

[∆(gx1 , gx2) = gx1x2 ] ≥ ε

where the probability is taken over the random values x1 and x2. The CDH-Problem is (t, ε)-
intractable if there is no (t, ε)-attacker in G. The CDH-assumption states that is the case for all
polynomial t and any non-negligible ε.

4.2 Security Result

The security of our protocol is measured as the probability that an adversary can get some
(partial) information on the key. This probability is denoted Advake

P and depends on the number
of messages sent on the network.

Security Theorem. Let A be an adversary against the Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE)
security of our protocol P , making at most qs active requests, and asking at most qH queries to
the hash oracles (H0 and H1). Let N denote the total number of low-power devices. Then we
have:

Advake
P (A) ≤ 2N · Succcma

SIGN(t, qs) + 2qsqH · Succcdh
G (t).

The above theorem shows that the security of our protocol is based on the intractability
of the well-studied computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH) and on the security of the
signature scheme (CMA) to prevent existential forgeries under adaptive chosen message attacks.

Proof. We incrementally define a sequence of games G0 through G3, in which we simulate the
protocol and consider the adversary attacking the simulated protocol. The simulation is such
that in the last game, A’s advantage is trivially 0. In each game we denote by b the bit involved
in the Test-query and by b′ the guess output by A. We refer in game Gi the event Si as being
b = b′. We denote by N the size of C and by qs the total number of Send-queries asked to the
players.
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Game G0. This is the real attack, in which the server is given y = gx, and each client-device is
given a pair of signing/verification key, and randomly chooses the xi’s to compute the yi’s. We
thus have:

Pr[S0] =
Advake

P (A) + 1
2

Game G1. We refer to Forge as the event that A asks for a SendServer(m′)-query, such that the
verification of the signature is correct and m′ was not previously output by a client as an answer
to another Send-query. In other words, A is sending a message it has built by itself, after having
seen at most qs correct signatures (of a specific format).

In that case, we abort the game and fix b′ randomly. The games G1 and G0 are identical as
long as Forge does not occur. By guessing the impersonated client, one easily gets:

|Pr[S1]− Pr[S0]| ≤ Pr[Forge] ≤ N ·Succcma
SIGN(t, qs).

Game G2. In that game, we are given a Diffie-Hellman triple (A = gα, B = gβ, C = gγ) with
the values α and β (and thus γ = αβ mod q), and define x← α, y ← A = gα. Furthermore, any
random exponent xi is defined by β + δi mod q, and yi ← Bgδi . As a consequence, αi is set to
CAδi . This simulation is still perfect, as soon as a new random δi is drawn for any new xi:

Pr[S2] = Pr[S1].

Game G3. In this game, we do exactly as above, except that any hash value involving an αi
(either H0(c‖{αi}i∈Gc) or H1(c‖αi)), asked by the players or the server are answered indepen-
dently from the random oracles. Since the same hash queries, asked by the adversary, are still
answered by querying the random oracles, some inconsistency may occur. Such an inconsistency
is discovered by the adversary if such a hash query is asked by the adversary, event which we
denote by AskH:

|Pr[S3]− Pr[S2]| ≤ Pr[AskH].

Such an event AskH means that some αi (among at most qs, since at most qs valid signatures
have been produced, and thus at most qs values for yi’s which each leads to one αi) appears in
the list of the hash queries. Since we do not need anymore α, β and C either for the simulation
(they were just required in Game G2 for simulating K and the Ki), we are now just given A
and B. By guessing the αi instance (and thus the δi) that has been asked by the adversary, and
the corresponding hash-query (and thus the αi), one extracts C = αiA

−δi :

Pr[AskH] ≤ qHqs × Succcdh
G (t).

In this last game, since none ofH0(c‖{αi}i∈Gc) orH1(c‖αi) is used more than once, because of
the incremental counter1, that has to be checked by the players before accepting, the advantage
of any adversary is exactly 0. The adversary has indeed no information about any K, and thus
about any session key. This concludes the proof. ut

Note that with specific groups, and specific signature schemes, this security result can be
improved:

– In the random oracle model [3], a model that we already assume, many signatures can be
simulated (such as the Schnorr’s signature [21, 22], that also relies on the discrete logarithm
problem [19]), and thus no private key needs to be known when simulating participants. We
can thus suppress the factor N .

1 here was the mistake in the original version: the Setup reset the counter instead of increasing it.
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– In some groups, the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is easy (e.g. in weak curves, granted
pairings), then Pr[AskH] can be shown less than Succcdh

G (t+ qHqsO(1)).

As a consequence, in specific environments, the security result becomes

Theorem 2. Let A be an adversary against the AKE security of our protocol P , asking at most
qs Send-queries and qH queries to the hash oracles. Let N denote the total number of low power
devices. Then we have:

Advake
P (A) ≤ 2 · Succcma

SIGN(t, qs) + 2 · Succcdh
G (t+ qsqHO(1)).

5 Mutual Authentication and (Partial) Forward Secrecy

Mutual authentication ensures each player that all other parties did actually compute the same
key. Our protocol can be modified to achieve this goal. The modification presented on Figure 4
requires that each low-power device computes N hashings and sends one flow to the server S.
This computational overhead is tolerable only if N does not get too large, but for larger values of
N this overhead can also be kept to a minimum by performing mutual authentication through
the server. Each client authenticates to the server which then in turn authenticates to each
client only after all clients have been authenticated. This approach has the attractive advantage
of being not only provably secure, in the random-oracle model, but to also add little overhead
to the original protocol.

U i U j

Protocol GKE which outputs
comes up with K = KUi comes up with K = KUj

AuthUj ← H(KUj‖j)
skUj ← H(KUj‖0‖Gc‖S)

authUj←−−−−−−−−
AuthUj

?
= H(KUi‖j)

skUi ← H(KUi‖0‖Gc‖S)

Fig. 4. Uj-to-Ui authentication. The shared session key is sk = H(K‖0‖Gc‖S).

About forward-secrecy, it is clear that as soon as the long-term key x of the server is leaked,
all the session keys can be recovered, since all the αi can easily be computed from the yi and
x. Therefore, no forward-secrecy exists when the server long-term key is revealed. However, the
long-term keys of the low-power devices (the signing keys) are used for implicit authentication
only, and not for hiding the session key. Therefore, the leakage of clients’ long-term keys do
not reveal anything about previous session keys. Furthermore, strong (partial) forward-secrecy
(where any internal data is revealed in case of corruption, i.e. the signing key, but also the xi,
yi and αi) is also achieved if the xi’s and αi’s are erased as soon as they are no longer useful
(the client has left from the group). As a consequence, no information about previous session
keys can be found in the memory of the low-power devices. We claim these considerations make
sense since the server can be reasonably seen as more reliable than the mobile devices.
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6 Related Work

The question whether public-key cryptographic technology could be implemented on low-power
end devices has been addressed in the context of session-key establishment [14, 15, 24–26] and
signing on a (contact-free) smart-card [12, 13, 18, 23]. For example, the public-based variant of
the Kerberos protocol has been adapted to run on a low-power computing devices [24], and
methods for converting any traditional signature schemes into an efficient on-line/off-line one
have emerged [12, 23]. The current de facto standard for securing the electronic transactions
(“e-Commerce”) between a client and a server over the Internet uses elliptic curve cipher suites
to run on low-power devices [5], and has evolved into a protocol to secure “m-Commerce” [20].

Attempts to design secure two-party key-establishment protocols for the mobile environment
have been made [7, 15, 24–26], but despite the apparent simplicity of designing such protocols
many proposed schemes were later found to be flawed. A first attempt to design key exchange
protocols for a cluster of mobiles was made by Asokan et al. [1] in the context of ad hoc mobile
wireless networks. Their protocols are suited when a small group of powerful mobile devices, like
laptops, get together but they become impractical when low-power devices come into play.

One way to avoid many of the flaws in constructing cryptographic protocols is to design in
the framework of provable security. The work of Bresson et al. [8] provides a useful formal model
to start from in designing a provably-secure dynamic group-key-agreement protocols, based on
a public-key infrastructure. The password-based protocol they provide in [9] which would be
well-suited for ad hoc networks is too costly to be a practical solution for heterogeneous mobiles.
A first step towards the low-power devices is an extension of the Jakobsson and Pointcheval [15]
2-party protocol to groups: an efficient, elegant, and provably secure key exchange protocol for
groups of mobile devices.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an efficient key agreement protocol for heterogeneous wireless net-
works. Our protocol allows a set of heterogeneous mobiles devices to form a secure group and
to handle the continuous disappearing and reappearing of mobiles due to communication fail-
ures. Our protocol has been proved secure in the random oracle model under the computational
Diffie-Hellman assumption.
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